Rules

Welcome everyone to the Flutter Family!
This stream is PG-13, please respect that. In order to register for a Twitch
account, you must be at least 13 years of age (sometimes my content may attract
a younger demographic) . We want to keep it a SAFE & inclusive space so let's try
to be as friendly & positive as possible. We've got some rules and policies to
nurture our community and make sure we continue to grow in a comfy and loving
way. LavenderAurora is more than just a person & content creator; it's a
foundation of a brand placed before you and a brand that is a representation of
my content, style, and my dedication to what I’m doing. I want to be a strong
brand that will make our name more memorable to everyone!
1. Follow TOS & community guidelines.
2. Twitch etiquette is greatly appreciated.

3. Please communicate in ENGLISH (it’s my primary language and what all my
mods speak)!
4. Be kind, respectful of one another, and look after each other. Welcome to
all marginalized communities. Do your best to make sure no one feels left
out or unnoticed.
5. No harassment or discrimination of any kind will be tolerated. This
includes, but is not limited to racism, transphobia, ableism, sexism,
homophobia, and bigotry.
6. No one is forced to share their age.
7. No doxxing
8. No self-promotion or advertising of other streams. (no links!) I'm happy to
give my friends/streamers I admire shoutouts myself, or a mod will do so.
9. Please don't be too salty or negative on stream during things like
giveaways. It dampens the mood and can make others feel bad for winning
something.
10. Please don't stir up any trouble if you have any questions or concerns
please don’t hesitate to DM LavenderAurora or one of the mods.
11. Please do not ask for shout-outs.
12. You don’t have to say that you’re going to stream/are currently
streaming in another streamer’s channel. (unless I brought it up)
13. Be careful discussing other streamers/ channels in this chat or in others.
It is rude.
14. I'm growing and would love for everyone to grow with us, so don’t put
streamers in competition with one another.
15. No excessive spam or CAPS-lock abuse.
16. Only subscribers and moderators can post links. Otherwise, please ask
for permission.
17. No explicit or NSFW links or messages, unnecessary cursing, or explicit
language.
18. Keep jokes to a minimum whenever possible. Be cautious if they’re
"insensitive". There's no need to try to be funny ALL the time. (Sarcasm is
not an excuse to be cruel)
19. Please do not come here to be toxic or troll in a negative way.
20. No discussion of violence targeted at others

21.

Please do not start talking about heavy/triggered topics without a
warning/checking in with myself/the mods.
22. With that being said, please remember that we are not licensed,
therapists! I want to try to help others the best I can, but I can only do so
much. I am here to provide a nice place for you to unwind and relax!
23. Keep Religion & Politics to yourself.
24. No spoilers/backseat of ANY kind! If I want tips or hints, I will ask
25. Never tell a streamer that they should switch games.
26. Do not flirt with me or call me pet names!
27. And don't tell me what to do, this is my channel and community.

Any remarks that break the above rules will result in a warning or this isn’t the
place for you. People who do not respect this space will be banned. My mods are
my friends, I trust their judgment and decisions.
Consequences include timeouts and, if necessary, a ban from this channel.
Pause, reflect and learn.
No one BRINGS you a community. You have to BUILD one.
Thanks for being here and thanks for respecting each other, my mods and I
appreciate you!

